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Introduction

In this paper we describe some preliminary results of high beta
studies on ISX-B for mildly "D" shaped discharges. ISX-B is a modest
size tokamak (Ro = 93 cm, a = 27 cm) equipped with two tangantially-
alignad neutral beam injectors giving a total power up to 3 MW. The pol-
oidal coil system (Fig. 1) allows choice of plasma boundary shapes from
circular to elongated (K £ 1.8), with "D", elliptical, or inverse "D" cross
sections. The non-circular work discussed here is for K IJ 1.5.

In^brief, the major results of high beta experiments in circular dis-
charges (K <1.2) are as follows: (a) with injection powers up to 2.5 MW
we have achieved 3 (= <3>voi) ^2.5%; 3* (= /<3*>) ^3.5%; 3p ^2.5; and qi/>
(= d̂ /dijO V3; (b) 3 increases more slowly with beam power above ^1.5 MW
but it is the quantity 3p /tT which saturates, rather than beta per se;
(c) the saturation corresponds to a degradation of energy confinement,
primarily due to decreasing electron energy confinement time as beam power
increases; and (d) a possible mechanism for the saturation is enhanced
electron heat conduction due to mixing of magnetic islands in high 3^
equilibria,^ a mechanism consistent with the observed MHD activity. *How-
ever, beam specific effects (e.g., plasma rotation) may be involved.

Non-Circular Discharge Characteristics

Typical discharge characteristics for a sequence at B.j = 0.91 T are
shown in Figure 2. The plasma current is programmed to rise slowly lead-
ing to a q value which decreases to q^ > 3 at the end of the discharge.
Titanium gettering has been used to facilitate low q operation. The in-
jectors are turned on slowly at 80 and 120 ms to improve plasma position
control. The time behavior of B and 3 derived from the magnetic measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 2d. "

Analysis of Non-Circular Discharges

The data analysis procedure has recently been expanded to determine
the internal magnetic configuration consistent with MHD equilibrium theory
using a moment analysis method. The shift, elongation and triangularity
of the internal flux contours are derived from; a) the experimental pres-
sure profile, based on the mid-plane Thomson scattering profiles and ion
temperature measurements supplemented by neoclassical ion power balance
and beam slowing-down equations; b) the plasma current profile modeled to
be consistent with the radius of the q=l surface observed with the soft
x-ray array; and c) the form of the outermost magnetic surface determined
from the coil currents and the array of magnetic probes shown in Figure
1. As a further self-consistency check predictions are made of experi-
mentally determined quantities not used as input to the analysis such as
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T e and n e profiles 10 cm above the mid-plane (Fig. 3a, 3b) and multichord
line integral densities obtained by vertically oriented FIR interferometry
(Fig. 3c). The example shown in Figure 3 shows little difference in the
Thomson scattering profiles on and above the raid-plane, an indication of
the substantial internal elongation observed in the lower q discharges.
A further check on the self-consistency is illustrated in Figure 4 where
the value of 3 computed from the magnetic analysis done is compared to
the value obtained from the full energy analysis. Agreement is excellent.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Due to the apparent 3p saturation observed in circular plasmas the
high-6 studies with elongated plasmas have emphasized low q operation.
This results in operation at current levels close to the machine limit
(for low 6p) and low toroidal field (for high-&, low q). However, no sig-
nificant penalty is incurred by low BT operation. This can be seen in
Figure 6 which shows that Bp remains constant as Bj is reduced to .75 T
at constant plasma current, beam power and line density. Although the
total energy content remains a constant, significant changes in profiles
are occurring as evidenced by an almost linear decrease in T CP3 from
1.35 keV to 0.65 keV as B decreased from 1.4 T to .75 T.

The results for elongated plasmas have been similar to those for
circular plasmas, for example, a similar dependence of 3 values and con-
finement time with beam power has been observed. Figure 7 shows that the
electron energy confinement time (evaluated at a/2) normalized to n e de-
creases with Pfc as it did in circular plasmas, whose data are represented
by the curve shown. These similarities are perhaps not suprising because
of the modest increase in internal elongation (< ̂ 1.3 as compared with
K M..1 in circular discharges; see Figure 5).

The power balance in these plasmas is similar to that in circular
plasmas. There is a large unidentified electron energy loss in the plasma
core. Two possible mechanisms for this loss are being investigated:
resistive MHD modes characteristics of high Bp plasmas, and beam specific
effects such as plasma rotation. The MHD activity is being studied with
a new 32-unit array of soft x-ray detector viewing the plasma from the
side, as well as an array of Mirnov coils. The signals confirm that the
MED instability is a dominant m=l. The m/n=2/l response of the Mirnov
coils is not a "separate" mode localized near q=2. Experimental waveforms
match closely those generated by a simulated x-ray diagnostic applied to
instability structures obtained from resistive MHD calculations. From
these calculations the more unstable toroidal eigenmode is the n=l, which
has m-1 as the dominant component and an m=2 component that peaks near
the q«l surface (as opposed to the q»2 surface as expected in low Bp

plasmas). A consequence of the distorted mode is to create mixing of
magnetic islands between the q«l and q«2 surfaces, which may enhance heat
conduction loss. The beam-specific effects such as plasma rotation and
beam-driven current are being studied.

In conclusion, we have expanded the high-0 experiment to include
elongated, low q plasmas and develop analysis methods consistent with
MHD equilibrium theory. Detailed measurements yield results which are
consistent with a solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation over the range
of q and Bp values in which ISX-B operates. Measurements to date have
not resulted in higher B values than those achieved in circular plasmas.
However, definitive statements on B limits and confinement in non-circular
geometry must await the completion of these studies.
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